95JC Concert – Spring ’12
June 5, 2012, 8 pm
Conrad Prebys Concert Hall

Director - Kamau Kenyatta

Song For Barry – Michael Brecker
Ode To Angela – Bobby Hutcherson
Court And Spark – Joni Mitchell
Clocks – G Berryman, J. Buckland, W. Champion and C. Martin
Hang Eleven – John Petrucci and Jordan Rudess
Soon As I Get Home – Charlie Smalls
Animals - Simon “Bonobo” Green
Canon - Bela Fleck and Edgar Meyer
Firenze – Avalon Roberts
O.C.D. Blues - Daniel Mandrychenko
Exit Music (For A Film) – Robert Edward Yorke
Adaption of Rumi’s Ruba’ie #45 – Rana Tabrizi and Kamau Kenyatta
Lovin’ You is Like Drinking Tetrodotoxin – arr. Ryan Brown

(Source material: Lovin’ You - Minnie Riperton Toxic - Christian Karlsson and Pontus Winnberg)

Tiffany Guerrero, Felicia Gutierrez, Avalon Roberts and Rana Tabrizi - voice
Daniel Merriott – trumpet and drums
David Brisco, Brandon Carl and Bobby Righetti - trumpet
Samuel Eva - trombone
Ryan Hayes – flute and piccolo
Ian Adams – alto saxophone and flute
Marcus Garrette, Andrew Oh and Scott Upton - alto saxophone
Evan Adams - tenor saxophone and oboe
Kyle Somers – tenor saxophone and clarinet
Dallas Cowher and Nils Ipsen - tenor saxophone
Ayaka Ozaki and Russell White – marimba and vibraphone
Ray Au-Yeung and Janet Lee - piano
Andrew D’Almeida, Daniel Mandrychenko, Romeo Palacios and Michael Till - guitar
Ryan Brown and Tim McNalley – bass
James Campbell, Benjie Genchel and Han Lin - drums
David Costanieda - percussion
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